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Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Related to Review Plan Machine

Learning)

Topics
ANN activation function backpropagation

gradient descent

Contents

ANNs
Robust approach to approximating real-valued, discrete-valued and vector-valued 
target functions

ANNs Representation:

 built of a densely interconnected set of simple units - form a directed graph (sometimes cycles are allowed)

 each unit takes a number of real-valued inputs

 process output by choosing a weight value for each edge in the graph

 target functions can be real-value, discrete value or vector value

 use backpropagation and gradient descent in multiple layers

💡 (to be considered) back propagation algorithm will start with a random weight and error functions, 
then continue to learn while employing a weight update rule

ANNs Implementation:

when training data is noisy, complex sensor data

when symbolic algorithms are used (e.g. decision tree learning)

Single Layer Networks
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output is a single value output unit, with no hidden layer in the network

Perceptron

when the training data classes are linear separable, using a decision surface

used when all datasets can be separated by a hyperplane (≥ 2 dimensions)

discontinuous threshold and undifferentiable (vs. sigmoid unit) output

output are binary 1/1 by comparing weighted linear combination (similar to linear Regression) to the 
threshold 

Linear Unit

modified from perceptron - unthresholded perceptron

the first stage of the perceptron without the threshold

unable to represent not linear decision surface

Two Weight Learning Algorithm

Perceptron Rule

only when training examples are linearly separable

Use Perceptron 

Weight Updating Process:

 starting with random weights

 modify them according to the error/cost function (difference between actual and predicted output)

 wi←wi Δwi, whereΔwi =η(t−o)xi 

η is the learning rate (usually set to small value, so that the learning steps are small)

https://www.notion.so/Regression-616f39e10a11413c874814ba6372a05f
https://www.notion.so/Artificial-Neural-Network-ANN-2c38a1b3bd7e444a9b6cf09609d005d8#d32865e19a2c4c22a60c7a9f6e99b50b
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t: target output

o: predicted output

 repeat until all training outputs are classified correctly

convergence of perceptron will achieve provided: 1 learning rate η is small; 2 linear separable training 
datasets

Delta Rule (using Gradient Descent)

when training examples are not linearly separable

Use Linear Unit

Weight Updating Process:

use Gradient Descent to minimize E(w)

error surface / cost function

D is the set of training examples

sum of error 

 start with random weight vector

 modifying weight wi←wi Δwi,

hypothesis space of weight vectors

https://www.notion.so/Artificial-Neural-Network-ANN-2c38a1b3bd7e444a9b6cf09609d005d8#0777c17854c349a4b77126905c7db22e
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xid standards for all input component xi for training data d

 terminate when global minimum error is reached

convergence will happen when a sufficiently small learning rate is used, regardless if training 
examples are linearly separable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHZwWFHWa-w&list=PLZHQObOWTQDNU6R1_67000Dx_ZCJB3pi
&index=2

Stochastic Gradient Descent vs Gradient Descent:

error function

learning algorithm 

GD summed all examples error before changing the weights, therefore, requires more computation to 
update weight each time and larger learning rate η

SGD use individual training example error to update the weights

SGD can guarantee to find global minimum, however GD cannot 

Multilayer Networks

Sigmoid Unit

when the target function is non linear and differentiable, often used in multilayer 
network

aggregation is different from perception update rule

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHZwWFHWa-w&list=PLZHQObOWTQDNU6R1_67000Dx_ZCJB-3pi&index=2
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represented by using a sigmoid function (similar to logistic regression) 

calculate the linear combination of inputs and apply a threshold 

therefore output will be continuous value ranging from 0 to 1

Backpropagation Algorithm

learns weights for a multilayer network, by using gradient descent to minimize the error

error surface / cost function for output
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weight training rules (happen iteratively for each training example d)

update the weight according to the output error, hence backward error adjusting process - 
backpropagation

output units weight update:

tk - 0k: the error for the kth output unit

ok(1-ok): derivative of sigmoid squashing function

hidden units weight update: 

sum the errors over all of the output units then over all training examples  in the network
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hidden unit h doesnt have target value

therefore use sum the error of each output unit influenced by h and weighing each error by the 
weight (from hidden unit h to output unit k)

termination condition:

 after a fixed number of iterations

 after error on the training example falls below a threshold

 after testing on a validation set and results meet the criterion (e.g. cross-validation)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ilg3gGewQ5U&t=157s

Variation of Backpropagation
Adding Momentum

making the weight in the nth iteration depend partially on the update during the (n-1)th iteration

if the searching steps are taken in the same direction, then make the successor weight update step bigger 
than the current one

therefore roll through small local minima 

also the effect of gradually increase the step size speeds up convergence

Arbitrary Acyclic Networks

make generalization from ANN with 1 hidden layer to any feedfoward network of arbitratry depth

Overcome Local Minima
multilayer neural networks may contain many different local minima

solutions:

add momentum

use stochastic gradient desrcent

use new seed (e.g. initial random weights)

add more dimensions (e.g. more weights) 

Representational Power of Feedback Networks
 boolean function: can be represented as two layers of units (one hidden + one output)

 continuous function: can be approximated using two layers of units with an arbitrary accuracy - but is it 
good?

 any arbitrary functions can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a network with three layers of unit

we can train any neural networks into an arbitrary error, but it might be overfitting

Hypothesis Space of ANN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ilg3gGewQ5U&t=157s
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n-dimensional euclidean space of the n weights

the hypothesis space is continuous

e.g. gradient descent

Inductive Bias of ANNs
smooth interpolation between data points

backpropogation tends to label points based on their surrounding value (e.g. label the point between two 
negative points as negative too)

Hidden Layer Representation
backpropagation can automatically discover intermediate representation at hidden unit layer by using input 
and output

provides an important degree of flexibility that allows learner to invent features not explicitly introduced by 
human

more layers of units, more complex features can be invented

Overfitting in ANN
very likely to occur due to the degree of flexibility

it is also very hard to know when to stop training ANNs

solutions:

 train until the error of training examples falls below some level

 stop when reaching the lowest error on the validation set

hypothesis space of weight vectors
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Problem with ANNs
a lot of parameters

humans can't understand the results due to the degree of flexibility

Face Recognition Task Example
ANN Architecture

task: identify the looking direction from the image

input encoding

pixel intensities are linearly scaled from 0255 down to 01 → make computation faster

coarse resolution summary: reduce computational demands while maintaining sufficient resolution to 
correctly classify images

output encoding - three ways

 a single output with 4 potential values each represent one direction

 4 output nodes and choose the highest valued output (highest probability) as the prediction 

this gives more degrees of flexitbiltiy and a meausre of confidence

 using 4 separate neural network with 1 output each

target function representation

sigmoid function to represent probability

use 0.9,0.1,0.1,0.1 instead of 1,0,0,0

network graph structure

number of hidden units: more hidden units → higher accuracy, longer training time, more likely to overfit

other parameters

lower learning rate and momentum → longer training time

larger learning rate and momentum → fail to converge

learning rate = 0.3, momentum = 0.3

initialize input unit weights to 0

number of training iterations were selected by partitioning the available data into a training set and a 
separate validation set

Activation Function 
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Extra notes on Gradient Descent
Gradient descent is an important general paradigm for learning. It is a strategy for searching through a large or 
infinite hypothesis space that can be applied whenever 1 the hypothesis space contains continuously 
parameterized hypotheses (e.g., the weights in a linear unit), and 2 the error can be differentiated with respect 
to these hypothesis parameters. The key practical difficulties in applying gradient descent are 1 converging to a 
local minimum can sometimes be quite slow (i.e., it can require many thousands of gradient descent steps), and 
2 if there are multiple local minima in the error surface, then there is no guarantee that the procedure will find 
the global minimum.

Active Recall Questions

💡 Questions to be answered...

What does the hypothesis space of an ANN look like?

n-dimensional euclidean space of the n weights

the hypothesis space is continuous

e.g. gradient descent
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The difference between Gradient Descent and Stochastic Gradient Descent?

gradient descent: gradient descent search determines a weight vector that minimizes E by starting with 
an arbitrary initial weight vector, then repeatedly modifying it in small steps. At each step, the weight 
vector is altered in the direction that produces the steepest descent along the error surface depicted. 
This process continues until the global minimum error is reached.

stochastic gradient descent: udpate upon examing each training example, instead of suming over all 
example errors and then update

Why don’t ANNs get stuck in local maxima? 

its hard for n dimensions (n weights), especially for n individual training example to get at the same time

to stuck in a local minima, for every datapoint, they need to be all stuck in the local minima, otherwise sth 
will let u change the weight and u can get unstuck from the local minima

some heuristics to overcome local minima: 

momentum

hypothesis space of weight vectors
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stochastic gradient search

What is the inductive bias of backpropagation?  

smooth interpolation 

What is the main advantage of the hidden units?

hidden units of multilayer networks learn to represent intermediate features

What aspect makes an ANN overfit? Does it overfit?

too many dimensions, too many layers...

How important is the architecture and the parameter settings?

very important but can only try it

How do you determine a “good” architecture?

testing on validation set, e.g. using cross validation


